MAIN DISH (complete all):
- Summarize two articles (of your choice) on your subject.
- Interview two original sources
  - Develop a survey or questionnaire for the interview
  - Develop a problem-solving matrix
- Design graphics to highlight three main points
- Prepare (type) a 10-page report with your proposed solutions
- Write a letter to a person or agency of your choice presenting your proposal.

SIDE DISH (select two)
- View an interview on television. Observe the techniques used. Take notes and use information in your interview.
- Music: Locate the lyrics to a song dealing with social problems. Prepare a one-page opinion or reaction paper to the song.
- News Center: Review your newspaper and look for an article that deals with social issues. Add your article to a class mural/bulletin board.

DESSERT (optional)
- Read a novel of your choice. The novel must deal with a real-life social problem.
- Write your own music or lyrics to highlight the social problem you have selected. You can record the music on a class tape or submit the lyrics in writing.
- Prepare a poster to increase public awareness of your social problem.